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(54) BALE SHAPE AND DENSITY IMPROVEMENT

(57) An agricultural baler comprising a baling cham-
ber (1) and a pre-compression chamber (2), wherein the
pre-compression chamber is adapted to gather crop ma-
terial and to periodically form a slice (3) of said crop ma-
terial and introduce it in a first segment (4) of the baling
chamber (1), the baling chamber comprising a plunger
(5) and a movable top wall, wherein the first segment is
provided with at least one sensor (8) for outputting a first
signal (17) relating to a height of the slice in the first seg-
ment, a second signal (18) relating to a speed of intro-
duction of the slice (3) in the first segment (4), and a third
signal (19) relating to a position of the movable top wall,
wherein the baler further comprises a processor (16)
adapted to receive the signals and to adjust baler oper-
ation parameters (20) of the agricultural baler based on
the received signals.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to an agricultural
baler. Preferably the present invention relates to a square
agricultural baler, which is provided for gathering crop
material, forming slices of crop material from the gath-
ered crop material, and pressing square bales from the
slices.
[0002] Agricultural balers typically comprise two main
parts used in the formation of the bales, being a pre-
compression chamber and a baling chamber. Crop ma-
terial is gathered and pushed into the pre-compression
chamber, where a slice of crop material is formed. Pre-
compression chamber is linked to the baling chamber in
such a manner that the slice of crop material can period-
ically be transferred into the baling chamber. In the baling
chamber, a plunger reciprocally moves, thereby pressing
a square bale from subsequently feeded slices.
[0003] The plunger movement is powered via a main
shaft driven by a motor. Thereby, the motor can be a part
of the baler, or can be a part of the puller (tractor) con-
nected to the baler via a power take-off (PTO). In practice,
this reciprocal movement of the plunger is often consid-
ered the most dominant movement in the baler, dominant
meaning that other movements are made relative to this
movement of the plunger. The reason is that the plunger
movement requires the highest force (highest relative to
other forces needed for operating the baler). Of all move-
ments in the baler, the plunger movement shows the
highest inertia.
[0004] The pre-compression chamber is adapted for
receiving gathered crop material. To this end, the pre-
compression chamber has an inlet. The pre-compression
chamber furthermore includes an outlet towards the bal-
ing chamber. Between the inlet and the outlet, a channel
is defined in which crop material can gather into a slice
of crop material. The pre-compression chamber compris-
es a slice pushing mechanism, so-called stuffer, provided
for pushing a slice of crop material formed in the pre-
compression chamber through the outlet of the pre-com-
pression chamber into the baling chamber. The sliced
crop material is typically pushed in a first segment of the
baling chamber. First segment is typically located directly
behind the plunger (the plunger being in the withdrawn
position). Thereby the slice of crop material is pushed in
the baling chamber, after which the plunger can propel
the crop material into the baling chamber, thereby push-
ing the most recently entered slice into the baling cham-
ber, making it a part of the square bale which is being
formed.
[0005] The pre-compression chamber comprises, for
the purpose of pushing the slice into the baling chamber,
a slice pushing mechanism. Different types of slice push-
ing mechanisms are known, among which fingers grasp-
ing behind the slice and pushing the slice through the
outlet, or a set of conveyer belts in between which the

slice is formed, and which conveyer belts are driven to
push the slice through the outlet.
[0006] The slice pushing mechanism is driven via a
driving mechanism that is operationally linked to the
plunger driving mechanism. A synchronized movement
between slice pushing mechanism and the plunger is
needed to ensure a proper operation of the baler. Name-
ly, only when the plunger is withdrawn, a slice can be
pushed in the baling chamber. In practice, different syn-
chronization types are possible among which a one/one
synchronization, meaning that every withdrawal of the
plunger a new slice is entered into the baling chamber,
or a one/two synchronization, meaning that every other
withdrawal of the plunger a new slice is entered, thus the
plunger moves forth and back two times for each slice.
Other synchronization timing such as one/three,
one/four,... are also possible.
[0007] Synchronization is in practice often realized by
mechanically linking the plunger driving mechanism and
the slice pushing driving mechanism. Such mechanical
link ensures proper synchronization, as the slice pushing
mechanism is mechanically driven by the plunger move-
ment, it cannot move out of synchronization. The syn-
chronization can be variable using known techniques so
that the timing can be adapted, while still having a con-
nection between the plunger driving mechanism and the
slice pushing driving mechanism.
[0008] A drawback in the operation of the known balers
relates to so called top fill. Top fill is a measure for the
uniformity of the slice after it has entered the first segment
of the baling chamber. It will be recognized that a non
uniform fill, for example where the lower part of the first
segment is more dense than an upper part, results in an
inferior bale. Such top fill has an effect that a bale is high
dense at lower end, and not dense at the top, resulting
in a unstable bale that is likely to show a substantial de-
viation from the ideal square form. A negative top fill also
results in a substantial wear of the plunger and baling
chamber, as forces are not equally transmitted. The
plunger will feel a substantially high resistance at the low-
er part of the plunger compared to the upper part resist-
ance of the plunger. This will create a torque force exerted
to the plunger which has to be borne by the plunger driv-
ing mechanism. When the ideal top fill can be obtained,
a bale can be formed with nearly ideal outer dimensions
and shape, and excessive wear on the baler mechanism
can be avoided. In prior art balers, the ideal top fill is
obtained by controlling the slice forming process in the
pre-compression chamber. By obtaining a slice in which
the crop material is evenly spread over the slice, after
which the slice is pushed into the baling chamber, an
acceptable top fill can be obtained. Accurately obtaining
such slice in which the crop material is evenly spread
over the slice is cumbersome.
[0009] It is an object of the present invention to provide
a baler where top fill is controllable in a more accurate
manner.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] To this end, the invention provides an agricul-
tural baler comprising a baling chamber and a pre-com-
pression chamber, wherein the pre-compression cham-
ber is adapted to gather crop material and to periodically
form a slice of said crop material and introduce the slice
towards the baling chamber into a first segment of the
baling chamber, the baling chamber comprising a plung-
er provided for reciprocally moving in the baling chamber
thereby compressing slices of crop material into a bale,
the baling chamber further at least comprising a movable
top wall, characterized in that the first segment comprises
at least one sensor, the at least one sensor being pro-
vided for outputting a first signal relating to a height of
the slice in the first segment, and a second signal relating
to a speed of introduction of the slice in the first segment,
and wherein the movable top wall comprises a position
sensor provided for outputting a third signal relating to a
position of the movable top wall, wherein the baler further
comprises a signal processor adapted to receive the first
signal, second signal and third signal and configured to
adjust baler operation parameters of the agricultural baler
based on the received signals.
[0011] The invention is based on the insight that limited
number of measurements in the baler can be used as a
basis for controlling the majority of the baler operation.
In particular, tests and simulations have shown that a
combined measurements of the slice speed when the
slice is introduced in the first segment of the baling cham-
ber, and the slice height at which the slice arrives in the
first segment of the baling chamber largely determines
the mass and distribution of the material in the slice which
will eventually form the bale. Knowledge about the mass
and distribution of the material forming the bale can be
used to adapt the baler operation parameters to influence
or optimize the bale forming process. A further measure-
ment that proved to be significant for determining baler
operation parameters, relates to the position of the mov-
able top wall. By feeding signals relating to these meas-
urements to a signal processor, baler operation param-
eters can be adjusted to optimize the bale formation proc-
ess in the baler.
[0012] Adjusting baler operation parameters based on
a combination of a first signal relating to a height of the
slice, a second signal relating to a speed of introduction
of the slice and a third signal relating to a position of the
movable top wall has a surprising effect. Particularly, the
first and the second signal relate to characteristics that
can be measured at an early stage in the bale formation
process. Since the invention is based on the insight that
these signals contain the information to adjust baler op-
eration parameters, the baler operation can be optimized
proactively instead of reactively. The first and second
signal provide information on how the bale will be formed
in the baling chamber, so that baler operation parameters
can be adapted to form a optimal bale based on knowl-
edge of the introduced slice, to which the first and second

signal relate. This is in contrast with previous methods
to adjust the baler operation parameters, which are typ-
ically based on measurements conducted on the bale,
and wherein baler operation parameters are adjusted to
influence the formation of the bale that will be formed
after the bale on which the measurement is conducted.
This is a reactive system, wherein the baler reacts to bale
imperfections to improve the next bale. In the invention,
the baler operation parameters are adjusted before the
bale is created so that it is not necessary to measure an
imperfection on a bale to improve the next bale. Based
on the first and second signal, the baler operation pa-
rameters are adjusted in advance to optimize formation
of the current bale (instead of optimizing formation of the
next bale).
[0013] Preferably, the baler operation parameters
comprise at least one of:

- Plunger-packer synchronization;
- Bale density;
- Baler capacity;
- Shape of the pre-compression chamber;
- PTO-rpm and/or torque;
- Trajectory followed by one or more tine bars in the

pre-compression chamber;
- Rotor scraper angle; and
- Rotor or packer speed.

[0014] The above mentioned baler operation parame-
ters influence the distribution of material in the slice, the
density of the slice, the horizontal and vertical uniformity
of the slice and the effect of introducing the slice into the
baling chamber on the slice properties. In this manner,
the slices as introduced in the baling chamber can be
controlled so that indirectly the bale formation process is
controlled.
[0015] Preferably, the at least one sensor comprises
a first sensor arranged in a central top section of said
first segment of the baling chamber. By providing a first
sensor in a central top section of the first segment of the
baling chamber, the first sensor is capable of observing
the height of the slice in the first segment as well as the
speed of introduction of the slice in the first segment. This
allows a single sensor, the first sensor, to generate both
the first signal and the second signal.
[0016] Preferably, the at least one sensor further com-
prises a second and a third sensor arranged in respec-
tively a left top section and a right top section of said first
segment of the baling chamber. By providing a second
and a third sensor respectively on the left and on the right
side of the first sensor, a difference can be measured
between the left side, the middle side and the right side
of the slice. Via the second and third sensor deviations
in slice speed and/or slice height in the first section of
the baling chamber are detectable so that the baler op-
eration parameters can be adjusted to minimize further
deviations.
[0017] Preferably, the at least one sensor further com-
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prises multiple sensors arranged at side walls of said first
segment of the baling chamber. Multiple sensors can be
arranged in the side walls of the first segment to improve
the speed measurement of introducing of the slice in the
first segment. Particularly, when the sensor in the top
section of the first segment cannot accurately generate
the second signal, sensors provided in the side walls of
the first segment of the baling chamber can improve the
second signal and can improve the baler operation pa-
rameters adjustment.
[0018] Preferably, the processor is adapted to deter-
mine a time of flight of the slice in the bale chamber. The
time of flight of the slice in the bale chamber is defined
as the time period during which the slice is introduced
from the pre-compression chamber to the slice being
completely inside the bale chamber. The time of flight of
the slice in the bale chamber can be deduced from the
speed of introducing and the height of the slice in the first
segment of the bale chamber. Based on the time of flight
of the slice baler operation parameters can be adjusted.
[0019] Preferably, the baling chamber further compris-
es a left and a right movable side wall, and wherein each
of the left and right movable side wall comprises a side-
wall position sensor provided for outputting a further sig-
nal relating to a position of the corresponding sidewall,
the processor is adapted to receive the further signals.
The movable side walls influence the compression in the
bale chamber, and therefore influence the density of the
bale. The position of these side walls are preferably
measured by side wall position sensors and are used by
the processor to calculate or adapt baler operation pa-
rameters. In this context, it is noted that top doors and
sidewalls are preferably mechanically linked to each oth-
er to that an input regarding a position of a sidewall is
directly or indirectly related to the position of the top door.
Furthermore, it is noted that different kinds of sensors
could be connected to the signal processor to be used
in calculating baler operation parameters.
[0020] Preferably, each sidewall position sensor com-
prises at least two position sensor elements arranged
with a distance between each other. By providing at least
two position sensor elements at each side wall, with a
distance between each other, not only the position of the
side wall can be measured but also deformation of the
side wall is measurable. By taking the deformation of the
side walls into account a more accurate adjustment can
be done of the baler operation parameters.
[0021] Preferably, position sensor of the top wall com-
prises at least two position sensor elements arranged
with a distance between each other. By providing two
position sensor elements arranged with a distance be-
tween each other, deformation of the top wall can be
taken into account by the processor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] Some embodiments of apparatus and/or meth-
ods in accordance with embodiments of the present in-

vention are now described, by way of example only, and
with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

figure 1 schematically illustrates the pre-compres-
sion chamber and the baling chamber;
figure 2 shows part of the baling chamber including
the sensors; and
figure 3 shows a processor for calculating baler op-
eration parameters.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of
main inside elements of an agricultural baler. The figure
shows a baling chamber 1 and a pre-compression cham-
ber 2. The pre-compression chamber opens in the baling
chamber to push a slice of crop material 3 in a first seg-
ment 4 of the baling chamber 1.
[0024] The baling chamber comprises a plunger 5
which is provided for reciprocally moving in the baling
chamber. The reciprocal movement is indicated by arrow
6. To this end, the plunger 5 is driven by a plunger driving
mechanism 13. The connection between the plunger
driving mechanism 13 and the plunger 5 is schematically
represented by a pair of arms, however other driving
mechanisms can be used as well for driving the plunger
5 in the reciprocal movement 6.
[0025] The pre-compression chamber 2 comprises a
slice pushing mechanism 12 or so-called stuffer. The
slice pushing mechanism 12 is driven by a slice pushing
driving mechanism 14. Preferably, the slice pushing driv-
ing mechanism 14 is mechanically connected to the
plunger driving mechanism 13. Such mechanical con-
nection ensures a synchronized movement between the
plunger 5 and the slice pushing mechanism 12. The me-
chanical connection is illustrated in figure 1 with connec-
tion 7. In a preferred embodiment, the mechanical con-
nection allows a variable synchronization between the
plunger and stuffer.
[0026] It will be clear that a synchronization between
the slice pushing mechanism 12 of the pre-compression
chamber, and the reciprocal movement 6 of the plunger
5 is important for a correct operation of the baler. In the
reciprocal movement of the plunger 5, the plunger moves
over at least a part of the first segment 4 of the baling
chamber 1. Therefore, for being able to push a slice of
crop material 3 into the baling chamber 1, the plunger 5
is preferably somewhere in a withdrawn position in the
reciprocal movement. Otherwise the first segment 4 is
not open for receiving a slice of crop material 3.
[0027] The pre-compression chamber preferably com-
prises an inlet 10 and an outlet 11. The outlet 11 opens
toward the first segment 4 of the baling chamber 1, so
that a slice of crop material 3 formed in the pre-compres-
sion chamber 2 can be pushed through the outlet 11 into
the baling chamber 1. The outlet 11 of the pre-compres-
sion chamber can be integrally formed with an inlet of
the baling chamber. The inlet 10 of the pre-compression
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chamber 2 is preferably connected to crop gathering
means provided for gathering crop material from the field
and pushing the gathered crop material into the pre-com-
pression chamber 2 via the inlet 10.
[0028] Many operational settings influence the opera-
tion of the baler elements. These settings are steerable
via relating parameters. The parameters are calculated
by a processor that may be part of the baler or are man-
ually set by an operator. The skilled person is familiar
with these settings and therefore these settings are not
described in much detail. These settings comprise, with-
out limiting the scope of the settings, the baler capacity,
shape of the pre-compression chamber, PTO-rpm, tra-
jectory followed by one or more tine bars in the pre-com-
pression chamber, rotor scraper angle and rotor or pack-
er speed.
[0029] Figure 2 shows a preferred embodiment of a
first segment 4 of the baling chamber 1, wherein multiple
sensors are arranged. The top wall of the first segment
4 of the baling chamber 1 is preferably provided with a
first sensor 8. In the preferred embodiment of figure 2,
three sensors 8A, 8B and 8C are provided in the top wall,
divided over the width of the baling chamber 1. It will be
clear for the skilled person that different numbers of sen-
sors 8 can be used and distributed over the width of the
baling chamber 1 to obtain a more detailed measure-
ment.
[0030] Tests have shown that when three sensors 8A,
8B and 8C are provided, one on the left-hand side of the
baling chamber 1, another in the center of the baling
chamber 1 and yet another at the right-hand side of the
baling chamber 1, a reliable measurement can be ob-
tained. The sensors 8 are preferably distance sensors
able to measure a distance between the sensor and the
slice in the first segment 4. Such sensor can measure
the height of the slice in the baling chamber. The skilled
person will understand that when the measurement fre-
quency is high enough, also a speed of introduction of
the slice in the first segment 4 of the baling chamber 1
can be deduced via the first sensors. By measuring a
distance at predetermined time intervals, the difference
in distance between successive measurements is related
to the speed. By having multiple sensors over the width
of the baling chamber, differences in slice height and/or
slice speed, over the width of the baling chamber 1, can
be detected. Alternatively, the sensors 8 are force or
pressure sensors. Such sensors can measure the force
of the slice in the baling chamber.
[0031] The baling chamber preferably comprises a
movable top wall and movable side walls. The position
of the top wall can be measured by a wall position sensor
9. Preferably, multiple position sensors 9A and 9B are
provided, and arranged at a distance from each other,
such that not only the position of the top wall can be
measured but also the deformation of the top wall. A sim-
ilar arrangement of sensors can be provided at the mov-
able side walls. For simplicity, in figure 2, only one sensor
9C is shown at the side wall. It will be clear to the skilled

person that multiple position sensors can be arranged at
the side walls to measure both side wall position and side
wall deformation. Preferably the position sensors are lo-
cated at a frame element of the baling chamber, prefer-
ably at the density belt of the baling chamber. The sen-
sors are mounted to the frame of the baling chamber and
directed towards the movable walls, so that the position
of the movable walls can be measured by measuring the
distance between the sensor at the frame and the mov-
able wall. Therefore the position sensors for the movable
walls do not need to be connected to the walls itself, but
may be connected to the frame.
[0032] In the embodiment of figure 2, a third type of
sensors 15 are provided in a side wall of the first segment
4 of the baling chamber 1. Preferably, the third sensors
comprise multiple presence sensors. The presence sen-
sor can be formed by a distance sensor, contact sensor,
force sensor, pressure sensor or by other types of sen-
sors as will be recognized by the skilled person. By ar-
ranging the sensors 15 in a predetermined manner along
the height of the baling chamber 1, the speed of intro-
duction of a slice can be measured by the third sensors
15. In the embodiment of figure 2, a first set of third sen-
sors is indicated with reference number 15A and is pro-
vided according to a first pattern in the right side wall of
the baling chamber 1. A second set is indicated with ref-
erence number 15B and is arranged according to a sec-
ond pattern in the left-side wall of the baling chamber.
The skilled person will recognize that these third sensors
15 are optional and improve the speed measurement
when a slice is introduced in the baling chamber. As ex-
plained above, the speed can also be measured by the
first sensors 8. Tests have been conducted with ultra-
sonic sensors, which measure a distance to the object
in front of the sensor. Based on these distance measure-
ments, and based on the time between measurements,
a speed of the object and optionally an acceleration there-
of can be derived. This shows that when measurement
data is logged, data from a single sensor can be used to
measure both speed and distance. However it is pre-
ferred to use a sensor that directly outputs the speed for
generating the second signal.
[0033] Figure 3 further illustrates a processor 16 adapt-
ed to output baler operation parameters 20. In order to
calculate the baler operation parameters 20, the proces-
sor is configured to run predetermined algorithms and/or
follow a set of predetermined rules based on a first signal
17 and/or second signal 18 and a third signal 19. The
first signal 17 relates to the height of the slice 3 in the
first segment 4 of the baling chamber 1, after the slice
has been introduced. This signal is created by the sen-
sors 8. The second signal relates to the speed of intro-
duction of the slice in the baling chamber 1. As explained
above this second signal can be generated directly or
indirectly by the sensors 8 and/or by the sensors 15. The
third signal relates to the position of the top wall and pref-
erably relates to the position of the top wall and the side
walls of the baling chamber. This third signal is generated
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by the second sensors 9.
[0034] Based on the figures and the description, the
skilled person will be able to understand the operation
and advantages of the invention as well as different em-
bodiments thereof. It is however noted that the descrip-
tion and figures are merely intended for understanding
the invention, and not for limiting the invention to certain
embodiments or examples used therein. Therefore it is
emphasized that the scope of the invention will only be
defined in the claims.

Claims

1. An agricultural baler comprising a baling chamber
(1) and a pre-compression chamber (2), wherein the
pre-compression chamber is adapted to gather crop
material via a rotor and to periodically form a slice
(3) of said crop material and introduce the slice to-
wards the baling chamber into a first segment (4) of
the baling chamber (1), the baling chamber compris-
ing a plunger (5) provided for reciprocally moving (6)
in the baling chamber thereby compressing slices of
crop material into a bale, the baling chamber (1) fur-
ther at least comprising a movable top wall, charac-
terized in that the first segment comprises at least
one sensor (8), the at least one sensor being provid-
ed for outputting a first signal (17) relating to a height
of the slice in the first segment, and a second signal
(18) relating to a speed of introduction of the slice
(3) in the first segment (4), and wherein the movable
top wall comprises a position sensor (9) provided for
outputting a third signal (19) relating to a position of
the movable top wall, wherein the baler further com-
prises a signal processor (16) adapted to receive the
first signal (17), second signal (18) and third signal
(19) and configured to adjust baler operation param-
eters (20) of the agricultural baler based on the re-
ceived signals.

2. The agricultural baler of claim 1, wherein the baler
operation parameters (20) comprise at least one of:

- Baler capacity;
- Shape of the pre-compression chamber;
- PTO-rpm;
- Trajectory followed by one or more tine bars in
the pre-compression chamber;
- Rotor scraper angle; and
- Rotor speed.

3. The agricultural baler of any one of the previous
claims, wherein the at least one sensor comprises a
first sensor (8A) arranged in a central top section of
said first segment of the baling chamber.

4. The agricultural baler of claim 3, wherein the at least
one sensor further comprises a second (8B) and a

third (8C) sensor arranged in respectively a left top
section and a right top section of said first segment
of the baling chamber (1).

5. The agricultural baler of claim 3 or 4, wherein the at
least one sensor further comprises multiple sensors
(15) arranged at side walls of said first segment (4)
of the baling chamber.

6. The agricultural baler of any one of the previous
claims, wherein the processor (16) is adapted to de-
termine a time of flight of the slice in the bale cham-
ber.

7. The agricultural baler of any one of the previous
claims, wherein the baling chamber further compris-
es a left and a right movable side wall, and wherein
each of the left and right movable side wall comprises
a sidewall position sensor (9) provided for outputting
a further signal relating to a position of the corre-
sponding sidewall, the processor is adapted to re-
ceive the further signals.

8. The agricultural baler of claim 7, wherein each side-
wall position sensor comprises at least two position
sensor elements arranged with a distance between
each other.

9. The agricultural baler of any one of the previous
claims, wherein position sensor of the top wall com-
prises at least two position sensor elements (9A, 9B)
arranged with a distance between each other.
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